
Ancestral Patterns

	 

	 	 	 Healing Art Constellations 


       with Kate CampbellMFA 

Sunday, June 2, 2019

@ 1pm - 5:30pm


Living Purpose Institute 
2593 Young Avenue 

Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 


Healing Art Constellations bring our attention to the past, so we can walk more fully 
into the present. 


Have you noticed patterns in your life that slow you down, bring on a negative attitude, 
even depression and anxiety, or challenge you to look more deeply? 


These patterns are where we begin to unwind the behaviors and reactions we have 
absorbed, often unconsciously, from our past and our ancestors. In the group, we enter 
a field of knowing in which participants represent aspects of the pattern we wish to 
release from our life. We are given an advantage to observe the dynamics that make up 
this pattern and play out between the people involved. Secrets are revealed, 
relationships are understood and we gain clarity and compassion about our ancestral 
origins.


It is a remarkable, subtle and liberating process. Change happens. Growth follows. It is 
inevitable when the source of our limitations are embodied.  


To attend please email Kate @ katherinebell77@gmail.com 
Please pay Patrick: Attendance and representation $40;

        Full constellation $125.
Questions? Email or text Kate 310 890 3320
For directions or facility questions call Patrick @ 805-469-9847 

“Kate is a unique facilitator, who combines her skills as a Family 
constellation facilitator with her creative talents as an Artist. She is 
empathic and finds the root cause of an issue gently and intuitively, then 
guides you to an unexpected insight. I trust her and feel safe to share 
myself with her.” Wendy Lund, Healing Partnership

“Today my mom called and said that she slept really well last night and felt like a million bucks 
this morning:) … She said it felt like an opening had happened for her with this problem.” After a constellation 
for her 93 year old mom, Esperanza.
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